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Dear Praying Churches and Pastors,
COVID 19 latest
We are Covid-19 free. We are not even wearing masks in malls, no social distancing and no check
points. I understand that just wearing masks or face shield is already a misery but our challenge rather
is different, we are fighting to survive. Closing our border to the immediate neighbors (Indonesia and
Australia) means cutting our lifeline as we are entirely dependent on imported goods. Despite being
Covid 19 free, we have a very shallow reason to rejoice to think of being isolated. The economy is
shrinking and worst it is predicted that the depleting oil reserves will be dried down in 2024. Anyhow,
I believe God is in control and He want this people to realize sooner and bring this nation to His
knees.
Labobo Outreach
We always have a feeling that the more isolated the area the more difficult it is to saturate with the
gospel. The people were strongly animistic. Labobo is the latest outreach after the conversion of two
high school students whose family is from Labobo. It is another 15 km from Laclo outreach.
The Laclo Outreach
It is always a source of joy and excitement when the ministry is growing spiritually and physically
as well. We have 6 outreaches and one become organized in 2012 (Beale outreach). Laclo was the
most famous since it was where the tragic beating incident happened in 2005. While Deacon
Domingos stay in our main Church in Manatuto he uses to go every Sunday to preach to about 5
families. This year they decided to organize it into a Church. Keep safe you all and God bless.

On this site will rise the Laclo Church bldg.
His servant and yours,
Ferdie Flores
Missionary in Timor-Leste since 2000

Preacher Domingos Correa, wife and kids

